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c.	Have the children help each other correct  some of
the frequent mistakes, taking up one at a time and
giving much opportunity for repetition of this form.
d.	Play language games for drill on the correct form of
those expressions most frequently used incorrectly in
daily speech.
4. To correct speech defects in individual cases. The most
common of these are lisping or some form of baby talk,
and stuttering. Accurate, fluent, vivid speech is likely
to be accompanied by clear thinking and vice versa.
Defective speech should not be neglected, for it may
grow worse. The cause may be a defect of the speech
organs, defective hearing, imitation of speech defects,
emotional difficulties, lack of motor control, or a com-
bination of factors. The treatment depends upon the
cause and much harm may be done when expert help in
diagnosis and therapy is not obtained.
LEARNING    ARITHMETIC
Opportunities for Number Experience. — Opportunities
for number experiences are numerous. There are many
real things which children are interested in counting: the
number of children present, the number of drawings com-
pleted, the number of flowers in bloom, the number of nap-
kins needed for a party, and the like. There are many
opportunities to secure a comprehension of quantities by
seeing collections of definite numbers of things: fifty books,
one hundred pencils, seventy-five children on the platform,
a pile of 150 apples brought by the children as a Thanks-
giving gift, and similar groups of objects the number of
which is known. Sometimes in their constructive activities
children need to cut and fold paper in halves, thirds, fourths,
sixths, eighths, tenths, and twelfths and thus get concrete
experience with fractions. Buying crackers and milk for a
midmorning lunch, buying a regular noon lunch, counting
money contributed for some special purpose, buying stamps
to put on letters written to absent children, all give prac-
tice in the accurate and meaningful management of money
and incidentally in number combinations. A child's birth-

